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Until recent times, closeout was not given its due diligence simply because the 
damage it created was not appreciated. Literature, thought-provoking 
discussions and thoughtful deliberations have punctuated the absolute need for a 
project closeout planning at the very beginning of a project. Many experienced 
project managers fail to plan the closeout of a job and concentrate solely on 
completing the contractual scope of work without paying much heed to the final 
percent of construction projects, the one percent that is an extremely time-
consuming and expensive process if not catered for well in advance. The 
closeout stage is given its due diligence in this study, by recognizing that this is a 
persisting problem, enabling the reader to appreciate its importance.  
 This study aims to serve as a guide for project managers, to determine the 
causes why their closeout phase suffers a delay, and to ensure that by 
addressing those causes, their project attains a timely and efficient completion. 
The thesis ‘Excessive delays in closeouts can be removed with the adaptation of 
better practices’ highlights the root causes of the various problems related to 
closeouts, which is pivotal in providing a positive approach in this phase without 
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trying to 'pass the buck'. This study goes on to proves evidence that by timely 
planning and consideration the closeout process can be a smooth process. The 
result would be derived by surveying experienced industry professionals, with the 
expectation of validating the literature review thus proving that sufficient planning 















CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 The well known English phrase "last but not least" could not better 
describe how important the last phase of the project management process, 
the project closeout phase is. The closeout phase is said to begin when the 
contractor substantially completes the work on the project, and it can often 
extend long after completion of the work on site (Fisk and Rapp, 2004)'.  
 This is a very important concept in today's construction industry as it has 
become increasingly difficult to close out a project on time. Closeout is one 
aspect of the industry that has been a victim of negligence, for which the 
required approach of the involved party representatives has always been 
inadequate. Even projects which were proceeding as per schedule, would 
falter towards the end of the project because of various administrative, 
technical, financial and psychological factors described in the following 
chapters. 
 This chapter presents an insight into the thesis, providing background 
information about the research project, a statement of purpose outlining what 
the project hopes to find, a formal research question, the scope and 
significance of the project, assumptions, limitations, and delimitations, and a 




 Many attempts have been made over the years to address the problem of 
'Project Closeouts'. There are very few projects which meet completion deadlines 
with the desired efficiency all the way up to final completion. All the planning that 
goes into a project is of no use since mismanagement during the end phase ruins 
even the most cleverly improvised scheduling of the project. Project managers 
are well aware of when they should finish a project, but they forget how to do it. 
In their rush to somehow complete the project, they hardly observe the 
completion indicators. Moreover, there exists a fundamental lack in the approach 
of different party representatives involved with the closeout phase. Also, in 
multiple project environments employees have a habit of jumping from one job to 
the other, which is why all the tasks towards the end of the project are sped up 
due to limited resources like time and money. This is when a project starts 
faltering and no remedial action is taken simply because there isn't enough time 
to retrospect and find out what went wrong and how it should be remedied.  
 It is extremely important that the final phase be given its due and that 
adequate planning is done to successfully complete all activities and then for a 
'lessons learned' session to be conducted where all the mistakes committed on 
one job should not repeat in the next job. Closure also deals with taking care of 
the final details of the project and successfully delivering the final product. Thus, 
if more stress is laid on planning a proper completion of the project, while having 
accounted for all unseen circumstances, all concerned parties will benefit. There 
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are very few companies that adhere to the details of seeing a project through 
thereby providing a valid pretext to conduct a structured research in this field 
 
1.2 Statement of Purpose 
 The purpose of this paper is to formulate a set of guide-lines that would 
help project managers smoothly execute the last phase of their project. This will 
be done by asserting that the problem of delayed closeouts does persist by 
reviewing the work of previous researchers related to closeouts, and to further 
identify the causes which prevent contractors from achieving  100% on time 
completion, even after they have executed most of their project as per the 
planning and scheduling.  
 When these factors are precisely identified, it becomes easier to pin-point 
key areas and then specifically work on them to ensure the successful execution 
of the closeout process. This would help compile a list of solutions that when 
incorporated can surely improve the way closeouts are handled.   
 
1.3. Research Statement 
 Excessive delays in closeouts can be removed with the adaptation of better 
practices. 
          The first part of  research aims at achieving widespread recognition that 
there are delays during the construction project closeout phase. This research 
then goes on to identify the likely factors that delay project close outs and to 
deduce the best approach to deal with these factors to ensure a successful 
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closeout. Solutions will be proposed by understanding the lacuna in the approach 
of managers with respect to closeouts. Based on the actual demands of the 
industry, a practical set of guidelines will be formulated to ensure a disciplined 
and efficient closeout execution. 
 
1.4. Significance 
 Construction projects which have run smoothly and on schedule 
throughout most of the project can suddenly become bogged down at the project 
closeout phase (Carson et al., 2009).Human nature avoids accountability 
towards serious defects. Therefore, members of project teams, especially the 
project manager, who has the overall responsibility, will unsurprisingly avoid such 
critique of their work if they can. The inherent human tendency is to avoid work 
until it is time for damage control. The momentousness of completing a project 
on time cannot be stressed enough and huge amounts of resources and client 
relationships can be saved; goodwill can prevail if this phase is well-handled.  
 As stated in the majority of construction contracts, time is of essence  
(Carty, 1995); indeed, the project schedule is one of the two most important 
considerations for project sponsors ("owners") (Crowley et al, 2008; Maloney, 
2002). Unfortunately, construction projects which have run smoothly from the 
beginning and consistently throughout the project duration suddenly get bogged 
down at the closeout phase (Carson et al., 2009). This is a common 
phenomenon where the builder is unable to achieve 100% work completion in a 
timely and efficient manner. Often times, the owner takes occupancy of the 
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building even as punch list items are being executed and the workers, materials 
and equipment are spread out throughout the building with the finishing and 
polishing work yet not completed. Since the owner will be at a loss if he does not 
occupy the premise on the designated date, he has to move in despite the 
conditions of the building, and at the cost of the intrusion of privacy.  
 Furthermore, the financial hardships are inflicted upon all the involved 
parties including the owner and builder (Braimah & Ndekugri, 2009). To worsen 
things, poor execution by the contractor during closeout could have the effect of 
souring the relationship with the client, destroying goodwill built up during the 
balance of the construction phase (Gransberg & Ellicott, 1997).  
The two most important considerations for sponsors of construction 
projects are having a high degree of confidence in both the project budget and 
schedule (Crowley et al., 2008; Maloney, 2002).  This is particularly vital because 
in addition to the several consultancy costs incurred by the owner, an 
unsuccessful project closeout phase would only add to the owner’s costs. 
Since, the construction industry is an extremely challenging one, and an 
organization's progress is primarily dependent on repeat clients, this is one 
situation which every contractor would want to avoid at all costs.  
 
1.5. Assumptions 
 Assumptions for this project included items that could not be individually 
verified or monitored by the researcher due to time constraints. Assumptions for 
this research included: 
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 The sub-contractor will submit all required documents since he wants to 
receive his final payment. 
 Contractors are typically motivated to finish projects in the shortest 
reasonable time in order to save overhead costs and earn their final 
contract payments (Rogers, 2012). 
 All companies do fill out and monitor a closeout punch list form with the 
person responsible for that activity. 
 
1.6. Limitations 
The purpose of this section is to highlight the limitations and identify items 
that cannot be analyzed. The contents that could not be taken into account are 
enlisted below: 
 Liquidated Damages, mediation and arbitration will not be included since 
this research is about the phase between substantial and final completion 
and these contractual provisions are required up to substantial completion.  
 Delay in submission of drawings by the owner will not be taken into 
account since this delay is out of the contractor's control. 
 Financial aspects such as availability and  validity of Bonds, eg. roof 
bonds, and consent of surety for retainage release and final payment will 
not be looked into. 
 Lastly, unforeseen circumstances or extreme weather conditions cannot 
be taken into account as there is no control over such conditions and 
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 The purpose of delimitations enlisted below for this research was to further 
narrow and define the scope and address only specific key areas. Delimitations 
for this research included: 
 All companies approached to participate in the survey were only from the 
United States. The author had contacts back in her home country but did 
not consider that because of the possibility of disparity between the 
different construction industries.  
 The study was limited  to general contractors and construction 
management firms who have attended the Building Construction 
Management Career Fair held at Purdue University for the past two years. 
 
1.8. Definitions 
The purpose of providing definitions was to familiarize the audience with a 
few terms used in this research that may not be part of a normal lexicon. 
Definitions used in this research included: 
Punch list - A punch list, generally known as check-off list, is a detailed list made 
near the end of a project, showing all items still requiring completion or correction, 
before the work can be accepted and a Certification of Completion issued (Fisk 
and Rapp, 2004).  
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Closeout - Closeout is the commissioning of a project. It is simply a process to 
assess the project, to handle the administrative work related to projects, and to 
derive any lessons learned, and best practices to be applied to future projects.  
Substantial completion - Substantial Completion is the stage in the progress of 
the Work when the Work or designated portion thereof is sufficiently complete in 
accordance with the Contract Documents so that the Owner can occupy or use 
the Work for its intended use (AIA, 2007, p. 25). 
Technostress - It is defined as the stress related to learning new computer 
technology due to shortage of personnel on site towards the end of the project 
(Sohmen, 1999) 
Contract closure - All contract obligations are met and contract variables verified 
administrative closure  Administrative processes and deliverables are delivered 
to the customer to obtain scope completion (Civil Engineering Abstracts)  
 The figure below describes the project closeout phase which comprise the 
two types of closures mentioned above which are inter-connected to each other 
and which together form the content of the evaluation report, which in turn 
















Figure 1: Project Closeout Dual Process (Project Management Best 
Practices, Chapter 6 Page 1,) 
 
1.9. Summary 
This section describes the compelling need for research work on 
closeouts, to find what delays construction projects in a manner that the term 
closeout is one that everyone steers clear of. The literature clearly indicates 
widespread instances of inadequate execution during the later stages of 
construction. 
This chapter provided an introduction to the thesis and begins by providing 
background information regarding the perception of closeout that helps form a 
base for this research. It further highlights the statement of purpose of the study, 
the research question derived from the literature, and the significance of the 
study. Assumptions, limitations, delimitations and definitions were provided to 
identify the uncontrollable variables, to focus and limit the study in order to set 
forth a specific problem or proposal, and finally to derive a solution based on the 
Project Closeout Phase





literature reviewed by the author and the surveys conducted by industry 
professionals.  
It could be reasonably assumed that extensive research  is required to 
further the understanding of shortcomings in closeout procedures, and to 
successfully derive solutions for the same. Every participating party, i.e., 
contractors, owners, and designers, could reap the benefits if proper research, 






CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 
 Project closeouts are a challenging aspect of project management in the 
construction industry. Despite this, it is pushed into the background due to its 
unpredictable, variable and dynamic nature, leading to severe consequences if 
not handled well. Being the last part of the project life-cycle, its importance is 
often underestimated even by large organizations, especially while they operate 
in multiple project environments. There is a tendency amongst construction 
industry professionals to shift focus from one project to engage in new projects 
deploying scarce resources of time and money. Due to this approach, projects 
keep failing and organizations avoid course correction, because they do not have 
the time to take corrective action.  
 This chapter encompasses the literature reviewed related to project 
closeouts and highlights the need to conduct a structured research in this field, 
since up to 80% projects all over the world get delayed due to the closeout phase. 
A comprehensive search of the available literature yielded an extensive variety of 
research, which forms the basis of this research study. The concept of 
completion on time, especially during the critical final phase of construction, has 
attracted considerable industry and research attention. Aspects of project 
closeouts have been the subject of past studies where, authors have validated 
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various factors that impact construction timelines This chapter provides an 
overview of construction project closeout research.  
 
2.1. Approach to this Review 
 The literature review was conducted using a substantial list of online 
databases available through the Purdue University Library system. Construction 
and engineering specific databases served as the primary source of references, 
while databases covering business and general topics yielded additional 
resources. 
 In order to identify appropriate resources, search items, date limits, and 
other necessary criteria were used on electronic search forums. Search terms, 
used in various combinations, included: closeout, psychological factors, punch 
lists, construction industry, substantial completion, final completion, schedule 
delay, incentives, lack in approach, downsizing, planning, project success, client 
satisfaction, and client expectations in construction projects. The use of these 
terms highlighted specific information and data while dealing with the problems 
related to construction project closeouts and the resulting impact. There was a 
need to isolate specific details taking a perspective view on closeouts. The goal 
was to offer guidelines that serve as a reference guide for project managers and 






2.2. The History of Project Closeout Research 
 It is important at the outset to begin with a section on the history of project 
completion research. Beginning in the early 1990's, academics and practitioners 
realized that concepts which started in the manufacturing mechanical industry, 
such as continuous improvement and total quality management (TQM), could be 
adapted for application to the construction industry (Boyle, 1993). The gradual 
acceptance of TQM systems by contractors, which began in the 1990's (Love, Li, 
Irani, & Faniran, 2000), led to better construction practices with optimal utilization 
of resources and improved quality control equipment. With the industry shifting 
focus towards striving for efficiency, and executing higher quality work, the entire 
concept of adhering to deadlines and following a strict time frame became 
compromised. It was inevitable that a culture evolved where timelines were taken 
for granted in trying to achieve better quality work. With added pressure from 
clients and the higher management, project managers on site were disinclined to 
efficiently execute the job according to contractual obligations. Since, the project 
teams on site had already gotten used to delayed final completion, in the long 
run, the quality of construction as well as the time in which it reached successful 
closure was compromised. Closeout issues became the most threatening and 
important, but at the same time, the most neglected ones. 
 
2.3. Substantial completion to actual completion 
 There have been studies conducted regarding the legal significance of 
"substantial completion"  and how it affects the owner's ability to compel the 
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contractor to achieve final completion (Carson et al., 2009; Crowley et al., 2008). 
Liquidated damage clauses have faced many legal challenges in which the 
contractually defined dollar amount was found arbitrary and unenforceable 
(Crowley et al., 2008). Substantial completion is often the first milestone 
associated with the computations of delays. The work that completes the project 
allowing final completion is often referred to as the “punch-list” work. Punch-list 
work - talked about in further detail in section 2.5, may be a source of dispute 
regarding the final quality of the work, the timing of occupancy, the start of 
warranty periods, and the assessment of delay costs or liquidated damages 
(Rogers, 2012). This can be avoided if the closeout phase is planned before 
construction has even begun, but it is off the radar screen of the project 
management team at the beginning of a project, as a result of which, it later 
becomes the most difficult and unmanageable portion of a project to schedule 
and complete, due to lack in its initial planning. The figure given below depicts 
common schedule logic between substantial and final completion.  
 
Substantial completion                                                            Final Completion 
 
 
Figure 2 : Common Schedule Logic Between Substantial and Final Completion 
 
 This provides little insight as to the activities that must be completed in 
order to closeout the project. Between the substantial and actual completion 
Punch - List 
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there is a list of activities that occur, starting with the punch-list creation and 
execution, further followed by the certificate of occupancy, then by beneficial 
occupancy-also known as the owner's occupancy of a project, prior to its being 
100 percent complete and it complements the attainment of substantial 
completion (Fisk and Rapp, 2004). Finally, it involves building commissioning, 
final inspection by the local governing body, final inspection by the client, final 
completion and finally, project completion. 
 The author points out that estimating duration for these tasks are 
challenging, as durations are dependent on factors including the availability and 
diligence of specific team members, and the schedules of design professionals 
and local officials. In addition, the scope of work to be executed would be highly 
dependent on the quality of work originally installed, and that scope of work might 
easily span across some of these completion terms without affecting the project 
acceptance (Carson et al., 2009). All things considered, strict adherence to 
specifications should result in minimal punch-list work, and under truly ideal 
conditions, no punch-list work . 
  There are times when substantial completion occurs on schedule and 
punch list review time is reasonable. This is usually due to (Valovcin, 1995): 
• Reasonable original project schedule. 
• Reasonable original contract sum. 
• Deliberate and adequate contractor’s work plan. 
• Capable team of trade contractors. 
• Stable and timely sequence of owner decisions. 
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• Candid series of discussions among all parties. 
• Well-documented construction process. 
• Thorough and effective punch list schedule. 
• Commitment to adequate work quality. 
• Pre-planned closeout phase. 
 These recommendations imply that punch-list work should be executed 
before the architect provides a certification that the project is substantially 
complete (AIA Document G704- 2000, Architect’s Certificate of Substantial 
Completion).Once there are personnel in the facility that are not employed by the 
contractor, responsibility for minor damages to completed work will not be as 
clear.  
 Most contracts prescribe a period of time after substantial completion to 
be used for punch-list work. Scheduling punch-list walkthroughs before 
substantial completion may conflict with the terms of the contract in these cases, 
but might be acceptable to an owner prepared to take early possession of the 
facility. Here, the owner might see benefit in reducing the risk of finishing late by 
planning to finish early, thereby creating a buffer float within the overall project 
schedule. The owner may even want to occupy the facility prior to the completion 
of all punch-list work. Once an owner begins to take possession of a facility—
whether it is a mechanical system, a building, or a road—it becomes necessary 
to coordinate with the ongoing contractor activities. In other cases however, the 
owner might prefer that the contract work be executed according to the schedule 
requirements defined in the contract not earlier.  
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 If damage to the new facility occurs during overlap between punch-list 
work and move-in, an equitable separation of the cost of punch-list work is 
required to fulfill the terms of the contract from the cost of repairing any damage 
that results from move-in activities may be required(Atkins, 2006). To add further 
complexity, equipment that may have been placed into service in preparation for 
final completion and turnover of the facility, may fail, while additional contractors 
may be working on site under the terms of the equipment warranties (Parker and 
Skitmore, 2005). Timing of the start of warranties on that equipment determines 
responsibility for repair of the failure. Training on mechanical and other building 
commissioning takes place in this mix somewhere, with little incentive for the 
owner to take over maintenance until all training is completed(Carty, 1995). 
When multiple parties are working on site, responsibilities for damages, 
coordination of access and work space stations, and security issues may all need 
to be addressed. It is not likely that these issues will be taken into account in the 
initial planning of the work, as they are more often addressed when they arise.  
 In reality, many project managers have experienced projects reaching the 
99 per cent completion mark and then staying that way forever - or at least until 
the last member of the project management team moves on to a new project, 
retires, or dies (Rogers, 2012)! In extreme cases, the time to execute the last one 
percent of a project can be as long as the first 99 percent, perhaps even 
overshoot it. Only the work of Carson, Potter, Sanders, & Stauffer (2009) focused 
on the execution of "the last one percent" of a construction project - from 
substantial to final completion. This article emphasizes the importance of all 
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parties involved in project collaborating for the project closeout phase, not only 
when the end of the project approaches but also from the beginning since the 
contract was awarded. It is also very clear how failure to prepare for this phase in 
advance could easily doom a project to a protracted situation, where all 
participating parties stand to lose. 
 In summary, the final stage of a project can be a complex period in which 
responsibility for the custody, and control of a facility is fluctuating. The final one 
percent of base contract work may be underway at the same time that design 
professionals are preparing the punch-list, the owner is commencing the move-in 
procedure, and warranty contractors or manufacturers’ representatives are 
working to correct unforeseen problems. Experience foretells that one or more of 
these issues are liable to jeopardize timely completion. 
 
2.4. Understanding the importance of punch lists 
 Probably no period during construction is troubled with more time-
consuming delays and the resulting uncertainty than the period involving 
corrective work prior to final acceptance (Fisk & Rapp, 2004). An insinuation 
associated with the construction industry is the punch list - it creates a lot of 
resentment and is time-consuming and exhaustive process if not prepared for, 
well in advance. The punch list as a procedure, is critically important as it fills a 
specific role in ensuring contractor's compliance with the contract (Boyle, 1993). 
 Even a lawsuit has winners, but everyone loses out if the punch-list 
process is not handled well enough. For instance, contractors are still left with 
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work execution which implies a significant loss of their resources, the goal of the 
designers is incomplete as the building is not built as per the planned quality, and 
the owners incur huge losses in terms of income, time and money since the 
building was not ready when required Theoretically, if every trade performed its 
work in strict compliance with the contract requirements and the best 
craftsmanship, and if coordination of all administrative actions were error-free, 
the punch list might not to exist (Fisk and Rapp, 2004). Thus, everyone involved 
with the project should aim towards having one punch list to avoid delay and 
confusion. The issuance of multiple punch lists in series is considered by many to 
be a sign of improper project control, and it is considered unnecessary under 
good field management by both the contractor and the staff of the engineer (Fisk 
and Rapp, 2004).  In the following chapters, an analysis is conducted determine 
whether multiple punch lists are one of the causes which delay project closeouts. 
The aim of all participating parties post attaining substantial completion is to have 
as few items on the punch list as possible which helps in the overall reduced 
costs, an improvement in the quality of the building and most importantly, 
improved relationships between all participating parties to ensure the successful 
completion of a job and future repeat business (Boyle, 1993).  
 The punch list walk-throughs are generally scheduled right after the 
contractual scope is completed, with representatives from the client, architect 
and design team. This is usually done so that the involved parties share the 
same point of view, and to ensure that every item on the punch-list should be a 
valid defect or not conforming to specifications. This process helped the author 
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realize how complicated the situation could become, and the importance of a 
quality management process from the start of the project to be able to defend the 
quality during the inspection process. At the same time, it was very important to 
do all this in a positive spirit to make sure that working relationships would not be 
affected, as is generally the case during inspections and punch list walk-throughs. 
Theoretically, if every trade performs its work in strict compliance with the 
contract requirements and the best craftsmanship, then what is known as a 
"punch list" would not be needed (Fisk and Rapp, 2004). It is an extremely rare 
case that the punch list will have no items at all. It is extremely important that the 
list is specific, and defects are defined with the specification and area under 
which it lies. Having many items on the punch-list is unacceptable and avoidable 
if provisions are made for it from the beginning.  Even if the process does not 
prove to be expensive, and the costs are under control, there exists the 
possibility of souring of business relationships, if this process is not taken care of, 
as the construction industry progresses based on repeat clients. 
 Punch-list planning should start when the project starts, instead of 
delaying it until the end and incorporating changes after the structure is 
completely built. In construction, there is an operative assumption: if one leaves a 
problem for long, it eventually goes away. It is this attitude that creates problems 
as the contractor should understand that it is his best interests to pay heed to the 
items on the punch-list. The owner too should do his part by co-operating and 
ensuring that no multiple punch lists are created. This creates a lot of confusion 
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and it is difficult to keep a track of items completed if  there are multiple such lists 
with different managers. 
 Planning and inspection should be actioned upon alternately as part of a 
constant process, with monitoring, advice and feedback and not something 
delayed till the end. The quality phase is a three cycle phase consisting of the 
quality planning phase, the control phase and the improvement (Boyle, 1993). 
This essentially takes place at meetings along with the sub-contractors, the 
architect and the design team where there are regular discussions about the 
qualitative requirement, following which the differences between the expected 
and actual construction quality is resolved and then continual improvements are 
incorporated to the process. The common TQM principles for the punch list 
process are (Boyle, 1993): 
 To aim for quality from the project commissioning itself. It is vital to not be 
dependent on inspections 
 To involve everyone and listen to their ideas so that every employee 
works with a sense of ownership and responsibility 
 To continuously rework the details while keeping everyone in the loop to 
incorporate enough quality into each process in the project. Team work is 
crucial for closeout success 
 To avoid waiting until the post construction inspection to check and correct 
the required quality which would save a huge amount of resources that 
would be unnecessarily spent in demolishing and redoing the work.  
 To generate a co-operative atmosphere. 
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 It is extremely important to always keep in mind the bigger picture of the 
overall project cost and continually look for ways to improve the process and not 
try to save on the initial costs which would end up costing disproportionately 
more towards the end. 
 Below enlisted are the varying obligations for the punch list procedure 
from the point of view of the two main participating parties (Fisk and Rapp, 2004).  
Contractor: 
 The contractor carefully checks its own work and that of the 
subcontractors while the work is being performed. 
 From the very beginning of a project, the contractor's superintendent 
should prepare and maintain a written record of deficiencies observed as 
the job progresses—not waiting until subcontractors near completion--to 
preclude their being overlooked or forgotten. 
 Unsatisfactory work should be corrected immediately when noticed and 
not become a "punch list” item. Deficiencies in the work do not get better 
by themselves, and they may lead to even worse problems later in the 
project. 
 Corrections should be made before any particular sub-trade leaves the 
project. Unless this is done, the door is left open for later evasion and 
disclaiming of responsibility for extended delays. Subcontracts should 
preclude the release of retainage and final payment, until all aspects of 
sub-trade work are fully rectified. 
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 During the finishing stages of the project, the contractor should make 
frequent and periodic inspections with the subcontractors to progressively 
check for and correct any faulty work. 
 When the contractor has decided that the project has been completed 
satisfactorily and in accordance with the terms of the contract, the 
architect should be notified for the purpose of obtaining acceptance of the 
work. 
Owner: 
 During the progress of the work, the architect should make frequent and 
careful inspections of all work to point out any deficiencies as they are 
discovered, instead of waiting to punch list the faults. 
 During the finishing stages of the work, the contractor and the architect, 
accompanied by any affected subcontractors should make frequent and 
careful inspections of the work to progressively check for and assure the 
correction of any faulty or deficient work. 
 When the GC has determined that the work has been completed 
satisfactorily in accordance with the terms of the contract, he or she 
should promptly notify the owner’s representative. 
 Upon receiving such notification from the contractor, the architect should 
notify the owner and promptly make arrangements for the pre-final 
inspection of the work. The representatives of the GC and the 
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subcontractors should participate in the inspection tour to respond to any 
questions that may be raised by the architect. 
 Prior to the pre-final inspection period, dates should be established for 
system commissioning, if not already accomplished. Indeed, these should 
be formally scheduled and agreed by all involved parties well ahead of 
time. Details of interest include equipment testing, systems validation, 
acceptance periods, warranty dates, and instructional requirements. 
 Following the pre-final inspection of the work, the resident inspector 
prepares a punch list setting forth in accurate detail any items of work that 
have been found to be not in accordance with the requirements of the 
contract documents. Following preparation of the punch list, the GC, the 
subcontractors, the architect, and the owner should make a tour of the 
entire project to identify and explain all punch deficiencies. At that time the 
architect should be ready to answer any questions that might arise, so that 
there will be no misunderstanding of what is required before the project 
can be fully accepted. 
 If the contractor gives notice that a major subcontractor has completed its 
punch list, the architect should inspect that portion of the work. If those 
items are found to be satisfactory, the GC should be advised accordingly, 
and the satisfaction documented. If some items of unacceptable work 
remain, the cycle should be repeated until all of the items on the punch list 
have been corrected. 
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 The punch list should be dated and signed by parties present for its 
preparation, and all items on the original list should be numbered 
consecutively. Upon issuance of any subsequent lists containing only the 
remaining uncorrected items, the original item numbers should be retained 
to assure proper identification. If additional deficiencies are later 
discovered, they should be added to the end of the list and assigned item 
numbers in sequence following the last number used on the original list. 
Failure to date and sign the punch list sometimes results in a question of 
facts, if a dispute goes to court or arbitration. 
 When advised by the GC that all punch list items have been completed, 
the architect accompanies the GC and subcontractors responsible for the 
work during the final inspection of the work. Then, if all punch list items 
have been completed satisfactorily, the Certificate of Completion should 
be issued. 
 When preparing or updating the punch list, items of maintenance or 
damage by the owner or installers of owner equipment and furnishings, 
after the owner occupies or beneficially uses the work, should not be 
included. If the owner wants the GC to repair or replace any owner 
damaged work, then the contractor should be separately reimbursed for 
such costs through the issuance of a formal change order. 
 Following the final inspection of any portion of the work, if there remains a 
question as to whether one or more punch list items have not been 
properly completed, but otherwise the overall project is substantially 
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complete, the owner should retain funds sufficient to assure completion of 
such items to the satisfaction of its architect. 
 The platform for engagement among the various stakeholders, positive 
attitude and motivation, are essential to complete this last phase of the project 
successfully. It is extremely important for the punch list walkthroughs to have a 
positive, yet professional approach which inspires the contractor to respond in 
kind. Clear-cut directives should be given, with the closeout details highlighted in 
the specifications, to ensure a clear understanding from all parties of the work 
quality expected.  The above mentioned procedures ensure that the list of items 
on the punch list will be restricted to a bare minimal, and that there should be no 
more than one additional punch list between the period of initial occupancy and 
final acceptance (Fisk and Rapp, 2004). Recently, specifications started 
maintaining separate sections related to closeouts, like submitting final closeout 
documents, to avoid confusion during the closeout phase and to clearly outline 
expectations of the owner. Usually, no progress payment is made by the owner 





















Figure 3:  Standard Approach to Inspection. 
  
2.5. Project closeout milestones  
 This section deals with the milestones associated with the last major 
phase of a project's lifecycle, i.e., closeouts. The project activities that remain to 
be executed during this stage need to be monitored more carefully than usual, 
since resources need to be accumulated, or redeployed, or their use in some 
cases terminated, to ensure successful completion on schedule of the project. 
Project closeout tasks, when planned well, can be executed hassle-free and well-
within time bounds, without time or cost overruns to the schedule. In a nutshell, 











 Redistribution of resources, including staff, facilities, equipment and 
automated systems (Kliem, Ludin and Robertson, 1997). 
 Solving and closing out all financial issues like change orders, contract 
closure of revised scope of work and sub-contractor and labor 
payments (Kliem, Ludin and Robertson, 1997). 
 Collecting all completed documents including record drawings, 
warranties, guarantees and operation manuals and archiving them for 
project records (Rogers, 2012) 
 Make a record of all the problems faced during the project to prevent 
them from being repeated in the future. 
 Many of these closeout tasks, like collecting and submitting record 
drawings, and solving and closing out financial issues, are sub-divided into 
groups of factors, which in the subsequent chapter helps determine the 
reasons for cause of delay.   
 Conduct a lessons learned session where the following questions 
could be asked (CDC Practice guide-Closeout Phase):  
i. Did the delivered product meet the specified requirements goals 
of the project? 
ii. Was the customer satisfied with the end product(s)? If not, why 
not? 
iii. Were cost budgets met? If not, why not? 
iv. Were risks identified and mitigated? If not, why not? 
v. Did the project management methodology work? If not, why not? 
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vi. What could be done to improve the process? 
vii. What bottlenecks or hurdles were experienced that impacted 
the project? 
viii. What procedures should be implemented in future projects? 
ix. What can be done in future projects to facilitate success? 
x. What changes would assist in speeding up future  projects while 
increasing communication? 
 Most importantly, celebrating the project success acknowledging 











Figure 4: Project Close Out Phase 
 
 The close out process as a whole should be individually planned to help 








compilation of assorted close out activities and milestones in order of their 
required completion (Rapp, 2013):  
 
Table 1  
List of Assorted Closeout Activities and Milestones (unpublished chapter in the 
book Rapp, 2014) 
Sr. 
No. 
List of close out activities 
  
1) Achieve Substantial Completion 
2) Complete building commissioning tasks like training, documentation and 
conducting tests) 
3) Perform joint inspection with subcontractors as their scope of work is 
completed and prepare a punch list with them. Perform a preliminary 
punch list inspection walk-throughs along with representatives from the 
owner, the architect and the design team. 
4) Prepare and finalize documents for retention or destruction 
5) Notify utilities of temporary service end-dates 
6) Transmit  documents to owner (record drawings, guarantees, warranties) 
7) Schedule municipality building inspection 
8) Complete final inspection, i.e., punch list reconciliation 
9) Perform final building site cleanup  
10) Obtain Certificate of Occupancy 
11) Conduct post-construction meeting with owner 
12) Provide final payments to subcontractors and vendors 
13) Demobilize subcontractor equipment and materials from site 
14) Deactivate National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit as the 
owner obtains their own permit 
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Demobilize construction equipment, materials, general requirements 
equipment, furnishings, and supplies from site 
17) Perform final clean and sweep of building and site 
18) Check that all temporary utilities have been stopped 
19) Obtain final subcontractor releases of lien 
20) Provide waiver and release to owner 
21) Obtain final payment and release of retainage from owner 
22) Prepare final project report, including financial details 
23) Sign Certificate of Construction Completion 
24) Prepare and submit final record drawings 
25) Notify all parties of future contractor contact info 
26) Obtain surety release 
27) Obtain owner final payment with release of retainage 
28) Provide affidavit of final project payment to owner 
29) Prepare final project report (analyze planned vs. actual schedule, budget 
and financials, quality, safety and other project objectives for lessons 
learned) 
 
 The paperwork that is required to be submitted is extremely critical and 
can hold up the closeout process. Late submission of paper-work by the sub-
contractor could put the project team in a deadlock situation as the client would 
not make the final payment until all the paperwork had been received. There was 
another situation where the contractor annulled the contract of a sub-contractor 
when the latter was threatening to delay the entire project just because of delay 
in the submission of one document. 
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  It has always been a challenge to get the subs to respond timely which 
leads to a delay in final completion. Therefore, closeout planning should include 
a schedule for the submission of paperwork and sending the sub-contractor an 
advanced request for paper submission to ensure timely document submission. It 
is essential to motivate the subs enough to get the job done on time by putting 
together all the required closeout documents and providing it on a timely basis. 
Subs generally have the attitude of delaying submission of paper-work as much 
as possible, and that is one of the main reasons why closeout becomes such a 
difficult project in itself.  
 The common practice is to start sending notices to the subs a month prior 
to 50% completion of the project scope, and then to follow it up with notices 
every week (Valovcin, 1995). When half the project is over, the operation and 
maintenance manuals of different installed equipments should start being 
collected. The record drawings should be available after about 75% of the project 
is complete. It is very important not to prolong the delay and to keep pressurizing 
the subs to submit all the required documentation on time. All other 
documentation, like warrantees and other certifications, should be submitted 
between 90% of the project completion till 100% completion (Valovcin, 1995), 
and after substantial completion the closeout process ending lies solely on the 
discretion of the architects and the clients. It is easy to formulate a check list that 
helps track the paper-work that needs to be submitted. Based on this check list 
RFI's can be issued to the sub-contractor and the owner to update them about 
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the status of each punch list item and speed up the process. A sample closeout 
spreadsheet is given below.  
 
Table 2 
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  The other documents that could be submitted as turnover documents are 
spare parts, commissioning reports, CBO certificate, Fire Alarm certificate, 
Balancing Reports, testing certificates, etc. 
 
2.6. Causes of delay in building construction projects 
 Delay in construction projects is considered as one of the most common 
problems causing a multitude of negative effects on the project and its 
participating parties (Gransberg & Ellicott, 1997). The main problem regarding 
closeouts is that the project managers never start early enough. 
 This section aims at identifying the main causes of delay in construction 
projects from the point of view of the three main parties involved: contractors, 
consultants, and owners. The main objectives are to identify the areas that 
impede the process and/or are neglected throughout the closeout process and 
ramifications thereof. The delay causes are enlisted in the table below (El-Razek, 










Cause for delay 
Contractor 
1 Financing by contractor during construction 
2 Slow delivery of materials 
3 Preparation of shop drawings and material samples 
4 Lack of database in estimating activity duration and resources 
5 Shortage in construction materials 
6 
Controlling subcontractors by main contractor in the execution 
of work 
7 Poor labor productivity 
8 Errors committed due to lack of experience and co-ordination 
9 Shortage and mismanagement of equipment 
10 Dearth of labor 
11 Unskilled operators 
12 Poor equipment productivity due to bad planning 
13 Accidents and unforeseen circumstances during construction 
Owner 
1 Delays in contractor’s payment by owner 
2 Partial payments during construction 
3 Slowness of the owner decision making process 
4 Obtaining permits from municipality 
5 Excessive bureaucracy in project owner operation 
Design team 
1 Design changes by owner or his agent during construction 
2 
Changes in materials types and specifications during 
construction 
3 Waiting for approval of shop drawings and material samples 
4 Design errors/incomplete made by designers 
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5 Inspection and testing procedures used in the project 
6 Unexpected foundation conditions encountered in the field 
7 Mistakes in soil investigation 
Common 
1 Weather effect 
2 
Non-utilization of professional construction/contractual 
management 
3 
Difficulty of coordination between contractor, subcontractor, 
owner & consultant working on the project 
4 The relationship between different subcontractors’ schedules 
5 Poor organization of the contractor or consultant 
6 The conflict in point of view between contractor and consultant
7 Application of quality control based on foreign specification 
 
 Out of the enlisted causes, the financial causes are the ones that are 
generally the most difficult to manage, including financing by the contractor 
during construction, delays in contractor’s payment by owner, design changes by 
owner or his agent during construction, partial payments during construction, and 
non-utilization of professional construction/contractual management. The 
industrial and commercial sectors can have differences between projects in work 
items, construction methods, and designs and thus design error and design 
changes are more determinant causes of delay. Finally, the analysis of results by 
project size showed that differences exist in project causes of delay based on the 
size of the companies involved. As is the situation in most cases, every party 
believes that they have handled the close out process better than the other 
parties involved and do not hesitate to blame each other. This is harmful for the 
close out process where team effort and goodwill is essential for closeout 
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success. An analysis of the  responsibilities of delay causes in the past stress the 
importance of a joint effort based on teamwork which is essential for is required 
to mitigate delays.  
 
2.7. Solutions for project closeouts 
 The team should know that it is in their best interest to complete their 
duties and finish the closeout process as timely and efficiently as possible. 
Project closeout management can be daunting if the team does not understand 
what necessary activities and procedures need to be carried out and what basic 
documents need to be processed by the project participants. Essentially, a 
project manager must be able to balance the closing of three basic areas: 
physical job completion, administrative detail and financial agreements (Callan & 
Rice,1996).The physical job completion process needs to be carefully planned 
and well-executed by ensuring quality inspections, meetings and reviews 
throughout work progress. Financial agreements will be fulfilled based on the 
detail given to complete the administrative requirements. Often, closeout 
processes turn out to be quite trying and controversial due to the 
mismanagement of the above factors.  
 Leadership, team effort and active communication are extremely crucial 
during this stage (Carty, 1995). The owner / consultant need to communicate not 
only the quality standards mentioned in the specifications, which are expected to 
be delivered on a particular project at the time of the bidding process, but also 
the specific requirements in regard to deliverables and the level of 
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commissioning activities to be completed prior to owner’s occupancy (Falls et. all, 
2007). Additionally, good communication and a healthy relationship ensures the 
true nature of successes, failures, obstacles and issues of a project closeout 
(Nordean, 2009). Along with communication, teamwork is essential for something 
as complex and expensive as a well-built construction project. If everyone in the 
process approaches the project with the sense that they are there to provide a 
quality job on time and on budget with a spirit of cooperation, a project can and 
will go very well. To be part of a team, every member must take responsibility for 
their part of the work and take an interest in facilitating every other team 
member’s efforts (Falls et. all, 2007). The subcontractors and suppliers should be 
expected to be active participants in the project and take responsibility for the 
quality and scheduling of their work, work cooperatively with the contractor, 
consultants and other subcontractors, be mindful of the construction schedule 
and attend to deficiencies as soon as they come to their attention.  
 Constant motivation is vital to renewing team enthusiasm and extracting 
their best performance without bogging down the team with negative vibes. This 
can be done by conducting special meetings to ensure that all participating 
parties are on the same page, maintaining a positive attitude at all times, 
conducting topping-out parties to celebrate small milestones to ensure team 
members that progress is being made, and by giving perks and incentives for 
completing challenging tasks.  
 It is very important at the same time to follow a separate planned schedule 
for closeout, which ensures timely inspections, to maintain the standard quality of 
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work that is stated in the contract, and the completion of administrative work on 
time to avoid it from prolonging the closeout phase unnecessarily. The sub-
contractor's work is reviewed constantly to make sure that the entire structure 
does not have to be rebuilt due to mistakes committed.  
 There are a few other issues that need to be taken care of for easing out 
the punch list process for everyone involved. As mentioned in the earlier section, 
the owner should not be issuing multiple punch lists and there should be one 
checklist available with all parties to ensure that a fixed set of tasks are 
monitored and completed well within time bounds. Furthermore, as discussed in 
Chapter 2.7, it is important to ensure that the sub-contractor and the owner reach 
an agreement about final payment and submission of paper-work to avoid any ill-
feeling and stoppage of work.  
 At the end of a project, there is a lot of psychological pressure on the 
employee. In a sense, the project organization assumes an anthropomorphic 
identity in the eyes of the employee (Sohmen,1999). Downsizing towards the end 
of a project builds pressure on the team members left to complete the project, as 
they are left with learning new software for the required procedure of submission 
of closeout documents, and job security pressure after the current job is 
complete (Sohmen,1999). Adequate care should be taken to ensure that the 
team members are trained for their new jobs so that they do not face techno-
stress (Sohmen,1999), and to ensure that they have been assigned to the next 
job so that they can work on the closeout phase in a stress-free manner and 
maintain their efficiency.  
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 Finishing a job is traditionally the most difficult phase of construction, so 
procedures in this phase need to be particularly well defined and adhered to 
(Callan & Rice,1996). The solutions suggested above, as experienced first-hand 
by the author, would help smooth the closeout process.  
 
2.8. Summary 
 This section has systematically described the approach with which the 
literature review was being analyzed and conducted. The chapter then went on to 
summarize the various areas of research and the history of project closeout 
research.  A major part of this literature constitutes the punch list process and 
importance and the difference between the substantial and final completion and 
the myriad methods for measuring and improving it. It then goes on to talk in 
depth about the various milestones while planning closeouts as well as 
identifying the reasons that closeout is neglected while being backed by relevant 
and strong data. An analysis of the best practices that could enhance its position 
within the business environment and suggest additional steps for a complete 
project closeout through continuous improvement follows with the conclusive 
section being a summary of current points of emphasis. 
 None of the literature seems to attempt to answer the research statement, 
i.e., " Excessive delays in closeouts can be removed with the adaptation of better 
practices." While there are a few qualitative studies in this area, none have 
tackled the questions posed by this researcher directly. Moreover, the naturalistic 
approach is far from common. The next chapter provides a description of the 
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methodical analysis of what this study is attempting to validate. In addition it will 
shed light on the necessary background and the specific methodological and 




CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 
 This chapter outlines the methodology that was used to analyze the 
various factors influencing project closeout, as well as the financial impact on the 
organization with each incremental delay in closing the project beyond its 
planned date of completion. This research included an online survey, for both 
construction managers and general contractors, spread across the country. This 
was done to ensure that the observations were not skewed and to help gain a 
wider perspective. The respondents were contacted during the Building 
Construction Management Career Fair where the author had an informal 
discussion with them about their experience with closeouts, where they were 
additionally asked for their consent in participating in a survey questionnaire later 
in year to which they willingly obliged. The survey required the participants to 
provide qualitative responses through the use of a Likert scale to validate the 
causes for delay during the closeout phase. 
  
3.1. Hypotheses 
 The hypotheses given below, have been constructed after extensive 
literature review with the aim of achieving the following objectives: 
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 Establishing the significance of the research problem, in other words, 
delayed project closeouts  
 Explore potential factors that could impact the closeout process. 
 
H10: Project closeout delay is a significant problem faced by substantial number 
of construction projects. 
H1 α: Project closeout delay is not a significant problem faced by substantial 
number of construction projects. 
 
H20: Psychological factors affect project closeout delays.  
H2 α: Psychological factors do not affect project closeout delays. 
 
H30: Financial factors affect project closeout delays.  
H3 α: Financial factors do not affect project closeout delays. 
 
H40: Technical factors affect project closeout delays.  
H4 α: Technical factors do not affect project closeout delays. 
 
H50: Administrative factors affect project closeout delays.  
H5 α: Administrative factors do not affect project closeout delays. 
  
 By means of research, an attempt is made to arrive at a consensus 
regarding the types of factors-psychological, technical, financial and 
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administrative, which affect project closeout and the extent up to which they 
could delay/expedite the progress of the close out phase. The hypotheses for this 
study were formed based on the literature reviewed in order to direct questions at 
experienced project managers in order to gain valuable and accurate insight on 
this neglected and complicated process and to observe whether the enlisted 
cause would affect closeout in a significant enough way. 
 The table below is a compilation of all factors after an extensive literature 
review, that could significantly affect project close out.  
 
Table 6 




 Project manager or superintendent demobilized 
before final completion 
 Stress of learning new technology due to 
manpower shortage (Example: Software related to 
the client's database, in order to submit the 
required documentation to the client). 
 Lack of urgency in approach, enthusiasm and 
motivation of parties involved due to achieving 
substantial completion 
 Demotivation of team members losing their 
coworkers due to project downsizing 
 Leadership of the project team 








 Owner directed change orders 
 Delay by owner for payment of work before 
substantial completion 
 Contractor project team bonuses or other 
incentives for timely final completion 
III] Technical: 
 Technical Expertise 
 LEED / Other commissioning requirements 
(certification) 
 Lack in planning and resource allocation 
 Unclear directives for closeout, in specifications 
and contractual requirements 
 Accidents to people/equipment after substantial 
completion. 





 Improper / Untimely contractual closeout 
documentation 
 Subcontract closeout requirements. 
 Multiple punch lists 
 Shortage / Late-arrival of resources, i.e., 
manpower, materials and equipment 
 State and Municipal regulatory requirement 








 The targeted sample consists of experienced industry professionals from 
general contractors and construction management firms who had been coming to 
the Building Construction Management Career Fair held at Purdue University. 
 
3.3. Data Collection 
 Invitations were sent out to 148 construction industry professionals, as 
mentioned above, mainly from general contractor or construction management 
firms, who had attended the Building Construction Management fair at Purdue 
University in 2012,2013 and 2014. These invitations were emailed after approval 
from the Institutional Review Board to ensure compliance of regulations while 
dealing with human subjects for research. An objective of emailing close to 150 
professionals was made since the desired number of responses was 40, which 
would have been adequate to prove the significance of the hypotheses enlisted 
above. Of these 41 industry professionals responded at least partially with 31 
participants completing the entire survey.  
 It was essential that the data would represent a diversity amongst 
construction industry professionals, and that the data would not be skewed. This 
was ensured since the respondents were from every geographical region in the 
States, there was a great diversity in their firm's revenues, and the respondents 




CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
4.1. Introduction 
Invitations for the survey were emailed to 148 construction industry 
professionals. The list of these industry professionals was solicited based on 
their interaction with the author on their visit to the Building Construction 
Management Career Fair held at Purdue University. At the career fairs held in 
2013 and 2014, the author met with industry professionals representing their 
companies for the career fair. A large portion of the industry professionals were 
project managers with much experience in the construction field. Upon being 
briefed about the topic and scope of the research work, a large part of the 
audience responded positively, even as some showed keen interest because of 
the utmost relevance of this topic to the industry. Moreover, their prompt interest 
and willingness to share their experiences was extremely encouraging which 
further motivated the author to do extensive research. The guidance from the 
author's research committee and participants, helped formulate a survey which 
aptly addresses the significance and causes of the research problem. During the 
follow-up process an email was sent out to the 148 construction industry 
professionals, dated January 2014, out of which 55 participants responded. 
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However, only  41 of them submitted the filled survey, i.e., around  75% of 
the participation was recorded and responses were analyzed accordingly. 
 
4.2.Results 
 Based on the above mentioned survey questionnaire, the results are 
categorized into three main sets. The first set of questions comprising some 
demographic questions ensured that the responses are not skewed to any 
specific parameters like years of experience, geographical regions, revenue of 
company, construction sub-sector, etc. The second set of questions helped 
establish the significance of the research problem. The final set of helped explore 
the impact of various factors like psychological, financial, technical and 
administrative factors on project closeout delays, and hence, contribute to the 
actual analysis of the problem. The results have been summarized in the form of 
pie charts, bar graphs and tables.  
 
4.2.1 Demographic Data 
 The survey questionnaire starts with recording the respondent's years of 
professional construction project experience. Although, the respondent did not 
have a pre-defined value for this field, for the purpose of analysis, the project 
experience in number of years, was divided into three groups <=5 years, <=10 
years and >10 years. This helped us understand the average years of work 
experience of our respondents. From the pie chart below, it can be observed that 
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the major group of respondents (71%, i.e. 29 out of 41) belongs to the category 
with more than ten years of experience. 
 This piece of demographic data was included to ensure that the 
respondents were experienced, that they were sufficiently familiar with the 
closeout phase and could contribute towards the study by providing valid 
feedback. 
 
 Figure 5: Average Experience of Respondents (in years) 
 
 Further, to ensure that the responses were not skewed with respect to the 
total revenue of the company, participants were asked to disclose the revenue (in 
$millions) of their firm in 2013. To ensure participation from the firms spread out 
evenly on the revenue spectrum, the respondents were categorized into the three 
categories - <=100 Million USDs, between 100 Million USDs & 500 Million USDs, 
and >500 Million USDs. After analyzing the sample response, it was evident that 
the respondents are evenly distributed, considering the overall revenue 











based on the overall portfolio of a company, it is essential that the respondents 
evenly add to the financial diversity. From the pie chart below, it can be observed 
that around half of the respondents population (45%, i.e. 17 out of 38) belong to 
the category of companies having less than 100 Million USDs revenue last year 
and the other half is comprises high revenue firms.  
 This was to ensure that the entire respondent population is not from a 
particular type of firm, and the data to be analyzed is not skewed with respect to 
the overall revenue of the firm. 
 
 Figure 6: Average Revenue of the Respondent's Firm (in Million USD) 
 
 Additionally, to understand the relation between closeout activities and the 
industry sub-sector, the participants were asked to select the sub-sector(s) in 
which they have experience. Again, the respondents had the option to select 










residential, commercial, industrial, institutional-government and others. The 
others category included sectors like heavy/civil, transportation, healthcare, 
hospitality/entertainment, water/wastewater, etc. From the pie-chart below it can 
be observed that the respondents belong to a diverse background, and most of 
the respondents i.e. around 80% have the experience with the commercial sub-
sector. The percentage of respondents who have worked in the industrial sub-
sector , i.e. 49%, is equal to those from institutional-government sub-sector. The 
respondents also represent the residential (17%) and other (34%) sub-sectors. It 
is worth noting here that the percentages are not absolute because the 
respondents had an option to select multiple sub-sectors. 
 
Figure 7: Construction Sub-Sector of Respondents 
 
 This helped us ensure that the respondent population is not from a 
particular type of firm and the data to be analyzed is not skewed with respect to 















inferential statistics in the later sections, to ascertain the relation between various 
factors and the sub-sector. The Chi-Square test has been used to analyze the 
dependence between important factors affecting project closeout delays and the 
sub-sectors. 
 The participants were also asked about the geographical regions in which 
they had professional construction experience. The respondents had an option to 
select more than one geographical work region. They were categorized into 
different regions across the United States to ensure that the overall response 
was not skewed with respect to the construction practices followed in any  
specific geographical region. From the graph below, it is clear that the 
respondents belong to various regions in the States. Most of the participants i.e. 
34 out of 41 are from the East North Central region which constituted 83% of the 
total audience. This trend can be explained by the fact that these participants 
were primarily selected from the Building Construction Management Career Fair 
held at Purdue University, West Lafayette. However, the respondents also had 
diverse experience of working in other geographical regions including New 
England, Mid-Atlantic, West North central, South Atlantic, East South Central, 
West South Central, Mountain and Pacific regions.  
 From the figure below, it can be observed that there were a significant 






Figure 8: Geographical Distribution of Respondents 
 
4.2.2 Findings 
 As mentioned above, the second set of questions deals with establishing 
the significance of the research problem. In other words, the objective of this 
section is to show the relevance of project closeout problems in the current 
construction industry. 
  One of the questions which aimed at establishing the significance of the 
research problem was, "Closeout activities planned before substantial completion 
prevent unplanned delays of final completion." Here the respondents had an 
option to strongly agree, agree, be neutral, disagree or strongly disagree. Here, it 
was observed that up to 72% of industry professionals agreed that closeout 
activities planned well in advance of substantial completion prevent delays to the 
final completion compared to 18% of the respondents who remained neutral. 
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Only 9% of the respondents disagreed that preplanning of closeout activities 
would not delay final completion. The responses are shown below.  
 
Figure 9: Closeout activities planned before substantial completion prevent 
unplanned delays of final completion 
 
 Another question to establish the significance of the research problem, 
and to understand the mindset of industry professionals with respect to closeouts 
was, 'What is the average number of days that changes in closeout activities 
after substantial completion delay the scheduled final completion.' Based on the 
response, it was concluded that a majority of the participants believe that the 
closeout phase gets delayed by at least one month, while only six out of 31 
participants believe that the delay due to closeout activities is for less than five 
days.  
The reason behind analyzing the percentage of projects having unplanned 
delay between substantial completion and final completion, due to closeout 
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activities', was to directly observe the percentage of projects with delays during 
the closeout phase.  
While analyzing the percentage of delayed projects during the closeout 
phase, the observations did not help reach a clear conclusion. As depicted in the 
chart below, there existed more or less equal weight-age in all categories of 
responses where the highest percentage of response, i.e., 32%, was in the 0-20 % 
category where 32% of the professionals believed that hardly any projects 
experience unplanned delay during the closeout phase of the project. Contrary to 
this, the next highest percentage, i.e., 29% of the population believed that up to 
40-60% of projects experience unplanned delay during the closeout phase.  
 
Figure 10: Percentage of projects experiencing unplanned delays due to closeout 
activities 
 
 The main objective of the question, "What is the average number of 













scheduled final completion", was to determine the average length of delay 
generally caused during the closeout phase. According to the participant's 
experience, the average number of days a project is delayed during the closeout 
phase was 31 days, with only two participants responding that there was no 
delay at all during the closeout phase. While most participants believed that a 60 
day delay was common, a few believed that there could be a delay of up to 120 
days. Based on the general schedules of a project, a delay of 31 days is a 
significant factor, which can adversely affect the project timeline. It was 
concluded that having an average delay of a month during the closeout phases 
indicates that something is wrong with the conceptualization and planning stage 
towards the end of the project. 
 Furthermore, while analyzing the "Percentage of necessary closeout 
activities planned during the pre-construction phase of the project", as many as 
48% of the participants (16/33 responses) believed that closeout activities are 
never planned before the work commences. On the other hand, 21% of 
participants believe that more than 80% of closeout planning is done during the 
closeout phase. Further probing into the response by going through the number 
of years of experience found that construction professionals who have been in 
the industry for a longer duration anticipate closeout delays in a much better way. 
They plan for closeout before the work has begun and make schedules 





Figure 11: Percentage of closeout activities planned during preconstruction 
 
 The question titled “What percentage of necessary closeout activities that 
shall be performed after substantial completion is carefully planned after pre-
construction but before substantial completion”, is important in this context to 
help understand whether preplanning is done during the pre-construction phase, 
and before substantial completion. Industry professionals realize the importance 
of planning as the deadlines approach, and the following graph shows us the 
general mindset of the approach of industry professionals that planning should 

















Figure 12: Percentage of closeout activities planned between pre-construction 
and substantial completion 
 
 The results were indicative of the importance of planning well before the 
closeout phase. Around 72% industry professionals agree that closeout activities 
planned before substantial completion prevent unplanned delays. This not only 
proves that closeout poses a definitive problem, but also signifies that more than 
two-thirds of the industry professionals believe that planning way in advance 
would decrease the delays before final completion. This way, not only would the 
delays be avoided, but the phase between substantial and final completion would 
be a less tedious phase, with a definite frame-work and clear directive about 
what is to be done. This result showed us the importance of pre-planning well in 

















Figure 13: Pre-planned closeout activities prevent unplanned delay 
 
 As discussed in the previous chapter, our hypothesis was as follows: 
H10: Project closeout delay is a significant problem faced by substantial number 
of construction projects. 
H1 α: Project closeout delay is not a significant problem faced by substantial 
number of construction projects. 
 Considering the above findings, the author fails to reject the null 
hypothesis proving that the project closeout delay is a significant problem faced 
by substantial number of construction projects 
 
4.2.3 Analysis 
  In this section, the author analyzes 1) whether the pre-planned closeout 













2) the effect of all factors like psychological, financial, technical and 
administrative, on project closeout delay is analyzed, and 3) Dependence 
between various high impact factors, and demographical factors such as 
geographical regions and sub-sectors, is statistically determined. Since, the 
survey questions are based on the Likert scale, no parametric method of 
statistics have been used, instead the Likert scale response were considered as 
interval data, after assigning numerical value to the response options, e.g. 
strongly agree-1, agree-2, neither agree nor disagree-3, disagree-4 and strongly 
disagree-5. Appropriate non-parametric methods of statistics are employed to 
perform descriptive and inferential statistics, and draw relevant conclusions. 
 
4.2.3.1 Relation between closeout activity delay & construction sub-sector, 
geographical regions  
 An analysis was conducted to understand whether pre-planned closeout 
activities preventing unplanned delays depend on particular industry sub-sectors 
or geographical regions. In this section, inferential statistics is done using a tool 
called cross-tabulation analysis, also known as contingency table analysis. 
Based on the above mentioned problem, the following hypotheses are formulated 
an analyzed; 
(i) H0: Pre-planned closeout activities preventing unplanned delays do not 
depend on the construction sector in which those activities are performed. 
Ha: Pre-planned closeout activities preventing unplanned delays depends on the 




Figure 14: Closeout Delays Vs. Construction Sub-sector Results 
 
 
Figure 15: Closeout Delays Vs. Construction Sub-sector Analysis 
 
 Since p value > Chi square value, the author fails to reject the null 
hypothesis (H0) which means that there exists no difference between the 
responses from different categories. In the context of this problem, this signifies 
that the pre-planned closeout activities preventing unplanned delays do not 
depend on the construction sector in which those activities are performed. 
(ii) H0: Pre-planned closeout activities preventing unplanned delays do not 
depend on the geographic region in which the industry professionals have 
experience.  
Ha: Pre-planned closeout activities preventing unplanned delays depend on the 




Figure 16: Closeout Delays Vs. Geographic Region Results 
 
 
Figure 17: Closeout Delays Vs. Geographic Region Analysis 
 
 Since the p value < Chi square value, the author rejects the null 
hypothesis (H0) which means that there exists some difference between the 
responses from different categories. In the context of this problem, this signifies 
that the pre-planned closeout activities preventing unplanned delays depend on 
the geographic region in which these industry professionals. This delay in 
closeouts due to geographic regions could be due to the different clients and 
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sub-contractors in different regions, showing differing urgencies with respect to 
the closeout phase.   
 
4.2.3.2 Psychological Factors 
 The results of the survey for the second set of questions, i.e., effect of 
psychological factors on delayed closeouts, are given in the table below. The 
effect of psychological factors on delayed project closeouts were determined by 
the six interview questions given below. As shown, there were only 30 responses 
for two questions and 31 for the remaining four questions, out of the total number 
of 41 respondents. Of these questions, the stress of learning new technology, 
had responses which were mostly neutral or tending slightly towards disagree, 
whereas the responses of all other questions assert that the respondents tend to 
agree that each of these factors delay the closeout process. Below the observed 
mean was compared with the average value to understand the overall response. 
 After analyzing the response for set of questions related to psychological 
factors presented in the table below, it was evident that these contribute 
significantly towards the delay of project closeouts. The stress of learning new 
technology due to manpower shortage, had an observed mean of 3.16 where the 
value of 3 is assigned to neither agree nor disagree. Since this observed mean is 
above 3, it signifies that the average respondents tend to disagree that this factor 






Effect of psychological factors on the project closeout phase 





Disagree Strongly Disagree 
Total 
Responses 
1. Project manager or 
superintendent      
demobilized before final 
completion 
8 13 3 4 2 30 
2. Stress of learning new 
technology due to 
manpower shortage.  
0 10 9 9 3 31 
3. Lack of urgency in 
approach, enthusiasm and 
motivation of parties 
involved due to achieving 
substantial completion 
10 17 0 2 2 31 
4. De-motivation of team 
members losing their 
coworkers due to project 
downsizing 
3 12 7 7 2 31 
5. Leadership of the project 
team 4 17 7 3 0 31 
6. Barrier in communication 
flow and hiding information 
between party members 
2 13 5 9 1 30 
  
 The five other factors; project manager or superintendent demobilized 
before final completion, lack of urgency in approach, enthusiasm and motivation 
of parties involved due to achieving substantial completion, de-motivation of team 
members losing their coworkers due to project downsizing, leadership of the 
project team, and barrier in communication flow and hiding information between 
party members, all affect the closeout process since their observed means are 
less than the average value (3), implying that the average number of 
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respondents tend to agree that each of these factors cause a delay in the 
closeout process.  
 One of the important observations is that the lowest observed mean (2.00) 
is attributed to the factor -'lack of urgency in approach, enthusiasm and 
motivation of parties involved due to achieving substantial completion'. This 
implies that the respondents tend to strongly agree that the lack of initiative and 
urgency in the approach and motivation of the team members after they have 
achieved substantial completion, and is the most significant psychological factor 
that delays the project closeout phase.   
 
Table 8 





































Min Value 1 2 1 1 1 1 
Max Value 5 5 5 5 4 5 
Mean 2.30 3.16 2.00 2.77 2.29 2.80 
Median 2 3 2 3 2 2.5 
Mode 2 (Agree) 2 (Agree) 2 (Agree) 2 (Agree) 2 (Agree) 2 (Agree) 
Variance 1.46 1.01 1.20 1.25 0.68 1.13 
Standard 
Deviation 1.21 1.00 1.10 1.12 0.82 1.06 
Total 




Overall, as discussed in the previous chapter, our hypothesis would be:  
H20: Psychological factors affect project closeout delays.  
H2 α: Psychological factors do not affect project closeout delays. 
 Since the mode of the response for all six psychological factors is 'agree',  
it signifies that most of the respondents agree that psychological factors play a 
significant role in delaying the closeout process and that none of the responses 
are skewed. Furthermore, considering that the observed mean for five out of the 
six questions is less than the average value (u<3), the author failed to reject the 
null hypothesis proving that psychological factors affect project closeout delays. 
 
 
Figure 18: Bar graph representation of psychological factors 
 
 The three factors considered in this area are; 1) Factor 1: Project manager 
or superintendent demobilized before final completion, 2) Factor 2: Stress of 
learning new technology due to manpower shortage. An example of this would 
be learning about a software related to the client's database, in order to submit 
the required documentation to the client, 3) Factor 3: Lack of urgency in 
approach, enthusiasm and motivation of parties involved due to achieving 
substantial completion, 4) Factor 4: De-motivation of team members losing their 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6 
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coworkers due to project downsizing, 5) Factor 5: Leadership of the project team, 
6) Factor 6: Barrier in communication flow and hiding information between party 
members. 
 It can be observed from the graph, that the respondents for all six factors 
have an inclination towards values 1 and 2, signifying that the project managers 
agree that psychological factors on an average significantly affect delayed 
closeouts. Of these, the third factor, i.e., lack of urgency in approach is said to be 
one of the biggest psychological causes that delay project closeouts. Thus, on an 
average, it was concluded that psychological factors collectively play a significant 
role in delaying project closeouts. 
 
4.2.3.3 Financial factors 
 The results of the survey for the third set of questions, i.e., effect of 
financial factors on delayed closeouts, are given in the table below. In this the 
objective was to determine the effect of financial factors by the three interview 
questions given below. As evident, only 31 respondents out of 41 have chosen to 
respond to this section. Of these questions, it was noticed that the contractor 
project team bonuses/incentives had responses which were mostly either neutral 
or tending towards disagree, whereas the responses of the other two questions 
assert that the respondents tend to agree that financial factors delay the closeout 
process. These results are further analyzed where the observed mean was 
compared with the average value to understand the overall response. 
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 After analyzing the response for a set of questions related to financial 
factors from the table below, it was evident that these contribute significantly 
towards the delay of project closeouts. The contractor project team bonuses or 
other incentives for timely final completion., had an observed mean of 3.26 where 
the value of 3 is assigned to neither agree nor disagree. Since this observed 
mean is above 3, it signifies that the average respondents tend to disagree that 
this factor would cause delayed project closeout. 
 
Table 9 
Effect of financial factors on the project closeout phase 





Disagree Strongly Disagree 
Total 
Responses
7. Owner directed 
change orders. 13 14 1 2 1 31 
8. Delay by owner 
for work payment 
before substantial 
completion. 





0 6 15 6 4 31 
   
 The two other factors; owner directed change orders and delay by owner 
for payment of work before substantial completion, both affect the closeout 
process since their observed means are less than the average value (3), implying 
that the respondents tend to agree that each of these factors cause a delay in the 
closeout process.  
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 One of the important observations is that the lowest observed mean (1.84) 
is attributed to the factor - 'Owner directed change orders'. This extremely low 
value of mean clearly implies that the respondents tend to strongly agree that 
owner directed change orders is the most significant financial factor that delays 
the project closeout phase.   
 
Table 10 
 Analysis of the effect of financial factors on the project closeout phase 
Statistic 7. Owner directed change orders. 
8. Delay by owner 









Min Value 1 1 2 
Max Value 5 5 5 
Mean 1.84 2.48 3.26 
Median 2 2 3 
Mode 2  2 3  
Variance 1.01 1.46 0.86 
Standard 
Deviation 1.00 1.21 0.93 
Total Responses 31 31 31 
 
 As discussed in the previous chapter, our hypothesis for analyzing the 
financial factors is: 
H30: Financial factors affect project closeout delays.  
H3 α: Financial factors do not affect project closeout delays. 
 Since the mode of the response for two of the three financial factors is 
'agree'- the third being neither agree nor disagree, it signifies that most of the 
respondents agree that financial factors play a significant role in delaying the 
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closeout process. Furthermore, considering that the observed mean for two out 
of three questions is less than the average value (u<3), the author failed to reject 
the null hypothesis, proving that financial factors do affect project closeout delays. 
 
 
Figure 19: Bar graph representation of financial factors 
 
 The three factors considered in this area are; 1) Factor 1: Owner directed 
change orders, 2) Factor 2: Delay by owner for payment of work before 
substantial completion, 3) Factor 3: Contractor project team bonuses or other 
incentives for timely final completion. 
 It can be observed from the graph, that the respondents for first two 
factors have a strong inclination towards values 1 and 2, signifying that the 
project managers agree that financial factors significantly affect delayed 
closeouts. Specially for the first factor, i.e., owner directed change orders, there 
is a clear tendency towards strongly agree which depicts that this is one of the 
most major causes for delay of closeouts. Industry professionals do not believe 
that contractor project team bonuses or other incentives for timely final 
completion delay closeouts in a significant way. Thus, on an average, it could be 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
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concurred that these factors do play as much of a significant role in delaying 
project closeouts. 
 
4.2.3.4 Technical factors 
 The results of the survey for the fourth set of questions, i.e., effect of 
technical factors in delaying closeouts are given in the table below. The aim here 
was to determine the effect of technical factors according to the six interview 
questions given below. As is evident, for this section too, only 31 respondents out 
of 41 have responded. In these questions, it was observed that two questions, 
i.e., technical expertise and accidents to people or equipment after substantial 
completion, had responses which were mostly either neutral or tending towards 
disagree. Technical expertise was a point where some respondents agreed but 
very few respondents believed that accidents to people or equipment could delay 
the closeout process. On the other hand, the responses for the other four 
questions, assert that the respondents tend to agree that financial factors delay 
the closeout process. These results are further analyzed where the observed 































10.Technical Expertise 0 9 10 10 2 31 




2 11 14 4 0 31 
12. Lack in planning 
and resource allocation 2 20 4 4 1 31 
13. Unclear directives 




6 12 5 7 1 31 
14. Accidents to 
people or equipment 
after substantial 
completion. 
0 3 9 13 6 31 
15. Procedural 
inexperience of owner 
representative or 
architect. 
4 16 6 5 0 31 
 
 On analyzing the response for a set of questions related to technical 
factors, it was evident that these too, contribute significantly towards the delay of 
project closeouts, though not as much as psychological or technical factors. 
Factors like 'accidents to people or equipment after substantial completion' and 
'technical expertise ' had observed means of 3.71 and 3.16 respectively, where 
the value of 3 was assigned to neither agree nor disagree. Since both these 
observed means were above 3, it signifies that the average respondents tend to 
disagree that these factors would cause delayed project closeouts.  
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 The four other factors; LEED / Other commissioning requirements 
(certification), procedural inexperience of owner representative or architect, 
unclear directives for closeout, in specifications and contractual requirements, 
and procedural inexperience of owner representative or architect, all affect the 
closeout process since their observed means are less than the average value (3), 
implying that the respondents tend to agree that each of these factors cause a 
delay in the closeout process.  
 
Table 12 












































Min Value 2 1 1 1 2 1 
Max 
Value 5 4 5 5 5 4 
Mean 3.16 2.65 2.42 2.52 3.71 2.39 
Median 3 3 2 2 4 2 
Mode 3, 4  3  2  2 4  2  
Variance 0.87 0.64 0.85 1.32 0.81 0.85 
Standard 
Deviation 0.93 0.80 0.92 1.15 0.90 0.92 
Total 
Response 31 31 31 31 31 31 
 
 As discussed in the previous chapter, our hypothesis for analyzing the 
technical factors is: 
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H40: Technical factors affect project closeout delays.  
H4 α: Technical factors do not affect project closeout delays 
 In this case, the mode of the response is distributed with three technical 
factors being agree, two being disagree, and two being neither agree nor 
disagree. Although, it is not strongly significant that the industry professionals 
agree, it could be concluded that since the majority of the modal responses is 
'agree', technical factors play some role in delaying the closeout phase although 
it is not as pronounced as psychological and financial factors. Furthermore, 
considering that the observed mean for four out of the six questions is less than 
the average value (u<3), the author fails to reject the null hypothesis proving that 
technical factors affect project closeout delays. 
 
 
Figure 20: Bar graph representation of technical factors  
 
 The six factors considered in this area are; 1) Factor 1: Technical 
Expertise, 2) Factor 2: LEED / Other commissioning requirements (certification),  
3) Factor 3: Lack in planning and resource allocation, 4) Factor 4: Unclear 
directives for closeout, in specifications and contractual requirements, 5) Factor 5: 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6 
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Accidents to people or equipment after substantial completion, 6) Factor 6: 
Procedural inexperience of owner representative or architect. 
 It can be observed from the graph, that the respondents for first four, and 
the sixth factor, tend to agree (towards values 1 and 2), signifying that the project 
managers agree that technical factors affect delay closeouts. Only for accidents 
to people or equipment after substantial completion, it could be concluded that 
these factors can't be considered significant based on the response. Therefore, 
these factors do not play as much of a significant role in delaying project 
closeouts. 
 
4.2.3.5 Administrative factors 
 The results of the survey for the fifth set of questions, i.e., effect of 
administrative factors in delaying closeouts are given in the table below.  
The analysis of the effect of administrative factors affecting closeouts was done 
based on the six interview questions enlisted below. These results are further 
analyzed where the observed mean was compared with the average value to 
understand the overall response 
 As evident, for this section too, only 31 respondents out of 41 have 
responded. In these questions, federal regulatory requirement had responses 
which were either neutral or tending towards disagree, whereas the responses 
for the other five questions, assert that the respondents tend to agree that 
administrative factors delay the closeout process. These results would be further 




 Effect of Administrative Factors on the Project Closeout Phase 





Disagree Strongly Disagree 
Total 
Responses









2 22 5 2 0 31 
18. Multiple 
punch lists 21 9 0 1 0 31 






6 16 5 4 0 31 








3 3 15 10 0 31 
  
 After analyzing the response for a set of questions related to 
administrative factors, it was evident that these factors contribute significantly 
towards the delay of project closeouts. The Federal regulatory requirement, had 
an observed mean of 3.03 where the value of 3 is assigned to neither agree nor 
disagree. Since this observed mean was just above 3, it signifies that the 
average respondents might tend to disagree that this factor would cause delayed 
project closeout.  
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 All other factors; i.e., improper / untimely contractual closeout 
documentation; Subcontract closeout requirements; Shortage / Late-arrival of 
resources, i.e., manpower, materials and equipment, State and Municipal 
regulatory requirement and multiple punch lists significantly affect the closeout 
process since their observed means are much lesser than the average value (3), 
implying that the respondents tend to agree that each of these factors cause a 
delay in the closeout process.  
 One of the important observations is that the lowest observed mean (1.39) 
is attributed to 'multiple punch lists. This extremely low value of mean clearly 
implies that the respondents tend to strongly agree that multiple punch lists are 















Table 14  








































Min Value 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Max 
Value 
4 4 4 4 4 4 
Mean 2.10 2.23 1.39 2.23 2.81 3.03 
Median 2 2 1 2 3 3 
Mode 2  2  1  2  3  3  
Variance 0.69 0.45 0.45 0.85 0.89 0.83 
Standard 
Deviation 




31 31 31 31 31 31 
 
 As discussed in the previous chapter, our hypothesis for analyzing the 
administrative factors is: 
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H50: Administrative factors affect project closeout delays.  
H5 α: Administrative factors do not affect project closeout delays. 
 In Table 16, it was observed that since the mode of the response for three 
of the six administrative factors is 2, which corresponds to 'agree', one being 
strongly agree, it signifies that the majority of the respondents agree that 
administrative factors play a significant role in delaying the closeout process. 
 Furthermore, considering that the observed mean for five out of the six 
questions is less than the average value (u<3), the author fails to reject the null 
hypothesis proving administrative factors affect project closeout delays. The 
mean and mode observations are given in the figure below.  
 
  
Figure 21: Bar graph representation of administrative factors 
 
 The six factors considered in this area are; 1) Factor 1: Improper / 
Untimely contractual closeout documentation, 2) Factor 2: Subcontract closeout 
requirements, 3) Factor 3: Multiple punch lists, 4) Factor 4: Shortage / Late-
arrival of resources, i.e., manpower, materials and equipment, 5) Factor 5: State 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6 
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and Municipal regulatory requirement, 6) Factor 6: Federal regulatory 
requirement. 
 It can be observed from the graph, that the respondents for first four 
factors tend to agree (towards values 1 and 2), signifying that the project 
managers agree that administrative factors affect delay closeouts. Specially for 
the third factor, i.e., multiple punch lists, there is a clear tendency towards 
strongly agree which depicts that this is one of the most major causes for delay 
of closeouts. Only for state and municipal regulatory requirement and federal 
regulatory requirement, it could be concluded that these factors can't be 
considered significant based on the response. Thus, it can be concurred that 
these factors do play as much of a significant role in delaying project closeouts. 
 
 4.2.3.6 Dependence between various high impact factors, and demographical 
factors such as geographical regions and sub-sectors 
 In the following section, inferential statistics were performed to explore the 
dependence between different categories of response. The objective of this 
analysis was to establish if the geographical factors and the sub-sectors related 
to the respondents had any impact in their responses. The statistical method 
used was the Chi-Square test of independence, which is a useful statistical 
method in identifying the dependence between two categories.  
 The author selected four high impact factors (got from template) for this 
part of our analysis, namely; 1) Multiple punch lists, 2) Owner directed change 
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orders, and 3) Lack of urgency in approach, enthusiasm and motivation of parties 
involved due to achieving substantial, and 4) Improper / Untimely contractual 
closeout documentation. These factors were then analyzed against the 
geographical factor; and sub-sector attributes of the respondents to determine if 
the latter has any influence on them. 
1)Multiple punch list : This is an important sub-factor under the administrative 
factors affecting project closeout delays. 
a) For sub-sector: 
Table 15  
Analysis of the effect of high impact factor 1 on construction sub-sector 
 Commercial Industrial Inst. Govt. Residential Other 
SA 18 10 11 5 7 
A 7 4 4 1 2 
Neither A or D 1 1 1 0 0 
D 1 0 1 0 1 
SD 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Chi-square value  - 3.5 
Degree of freedom - 12 (for alpha=0.05) 
p-value   - 0.9908 
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 Since, the Chi-square value > p-value, the author rejects the null-
hypothesis. In other words, the response for the factor titled ' Multiple punch lists' 
is dependent on the sub-sector of the respondent. 
b) For geographical region: 
Table 16 
Analysis of the effect of high impact factor 1 on the geographic region 
 NE MA ENC WNC SA ESC WSC M P 
SA 2 3 16 3 6 4 4 3 2 
A 0 1 7 1 3 2 3 1 3 
Neither  
A or D 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
SD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Chi-square value  - 9.186 
Degree of freedom - 24 (for alpha=0.05) 
p-value   - 0.99717 
 Since, the Chi-square value > p-value, the author rejects the null-
hypothesis. In other words, the response for the factor titled ' Multiple punch lists' 




2) Owner Directed Change orders: This is an important sub-factor under the 
financial factors affecting project closeout delays. 
a)For sub-sector: 
Table 17  
Analysis of the effect of high impact factor 2 on construction sub-sector 
 Commercial Industrial Inst. Govt. Residential Other 
SA 11 8 7 3 5 
A 13 5 7 2 2 
Neither A or D 0 0 0 0 0 
D 2 1 2 1 2 
SD 1 1 1 0 1 
 
Chi-square value  - 4.645 
Degree of freedom - 12 (for alpha=0.05) 
p-value   - 0.96879 
 Since, the Chi-square value > p-value, the author rejects the null-
hypothesis. In other words, the response for the factor titled ' Owner directed 
change orders ' is dependent on the sub-sector of the respondent. 




Analysis of the effect of high impact factor 2 on geographic region 
 
Chi-square value  - 15.81 
Degree of freedom - 24 (for alpha=0.05) 
p-value   - 0.8948 
 Since, the Chi-square value > p-value, the author rejects null-hypothesis. 
In other words, the response for the factor titled ' Owner directed change orders ' 
is dependent on the geographical region of the respondent. 
3) Lack of Urgency in Approach: This is an important sub-factor under the 




 NE MA ENC WNC SA ESC WSC M P 
SA 2 4 12 3 6 5 3 2 2 
A 1 1 12 2 4 2 3 2 3 
Neither  
A or D 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 




Analysis of the effect of high impact factor 3 on construction sub-sector 
 Commercial Industrial Inst. Govt. Residential Other 
SA 10 4 2 2 1 
A 15 9 12 3 7 
Neither A or D 2 2 2 0 1 
D 1 1 1 1 0 
SD 2 2 2 0 2 
 
Chi-square value  - 9.691 
Degree of freedom - 16 (for alpha=0.05) 
p-value   - 0.8822 
 Since, the Chi-square value > p-value, the author rejects null-hypothesis. 
In other words, the response for the factor titled ' Lack of urgency in approach, 
enthusiasm and motivation of parties involved due to achieving substantial ' is 






b) For geographical region: 
Table 20 
Analysis of the effect of high impact factor 3 on geographic region 
 NE MA ENC WNC SA ESC WSC M P 
SA 0 0 9 0 3 0 0 0 0 
A 2 4 15 4 5 6 6 3 4 
Neither  
A or D 
1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
D 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
SD 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 
 
Chi-square value  - 26.264 
Degree of freedom - 32 (for alpha=0.05) 
p-value   - 0.7518 
 Since, Chi-square value > p-value, the author rejects null-hypothesis. In 
other words, the response for the factor titled ' Lack of urgency in approach, 
enthusiasm and motivation of parties involved due to achieving substantial ' is 
dependent on the geographical region of the respondent. 
 
4) Improper Documentation : This is an important sub-factor under the 




Table 21  
Analysis of the effect of high impact factor 4 on construction sub-sector  
 Commercial Industrial Inst. Govt. Residential Other 
SA 4 2 4 2 3 
A 18 11 10 2 5 
Neither A or D 2 2 1 1 1 
D 3 2 2 1 2 
SD      
 
Chi-square value  - 4.501 
Degree of freedom - 12 (for alpha=0.05) 
p-value   - 0.9726 
 Since, the Chi-square value > p-value, the author rejects null-hypothesis. 
In other words, the response for the factor titled ' Improper / Untimely contractual 
closeout documentation' is dependent on the sub-sector of the respondent. 





Table 22  
Analysis of the effect of high impact factor 4 on geographic region 88 
 NE MA ENC WNC SA ESC WSC M P 
SA 1 1 5 1 2 1 1 1 1 
A 3 4 16 4 6 5 6 5 5 
Neither  
A or D 
0 1 2 1 2 1 1 0 1 
D 0 0 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 
SD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Chi-square value  - 6.452 
Degree of freedom - 24 (for alpha=0.05) 
p-value   - 0.99986 
 Since, Chi-square value > p-value, the author rejects null-hypothesis. In 
other words, the response for the factor titled ' Improper / Untimely contractual 
closeout documentation' is dependent on the geographical region of the 
respondent. 
 These statistical tests reveal that significant differences in opinions about 
the primary causes of closeout delay hinge on demographic factors. Future 
research could therefore be carried out on further exploring the sub-factors within 
each of the mentioned demographic factors, to understand their effect on 
closeout more closely. This is explained in greater detail in the following section. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION 
5.1 Discussion  
 Based on the results, it could be safely considered that the closeout phase 
as a critical and an under-planned phase of a project. The respondents, i.e., the 
target audience for our questionnaire comprised highly skilled construction 
professionals who have significant and diverse work experience. Although there 
existed a few outliers, like a respondent with significantly high experience 
believing that closeout is not really a problem, these were addressed during the 
analysis.  
  The first step was to establish the significance of the problem by means 
of estimating the average percentage of projects facing the closeout delay 
problem, average number of days by which a project gets delayed, and the 
average number of projects which lack pre-planning. Later, the various factors 
affecting project closeouts were identified and categorized according to; 1) the 
area they belong to, like psychological, financial, technical and administrative 
factors, 2) their severity, in other words categorizing them based on their impact. 
Based on the above activity, a concise list of factors was prepared according to 
their potential level of impact on project closeouts. 
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 The summary of these results, i.e. factors and their severity, are compiled 
in a project closeout guide template, which is attached at the end of this work, in 
the Appendix section. Based on our results, it could be safely concluded that less 
experienced professionals tend to underestimate the impact of the closeout 
phase. This document can be a useful resource for such entry level project 
engineers or less experienced professionals. Based on the response of the 
participants, these factors were listed in order of their impact on delaying the 
closeout phase. The degree of these impacts is categorized as high, medium and 
low depending on the observed mean values compared to the mean value of 3. 
As mentioned above, this list was prepared as a guide for entry level 
professionals who did not have experience with relation to the closeout phase. 
Even though a team member may not be directly responsible for a particular 
factor affecting the closeout phase, this template can be a useful resource to 
alert the concerned department, so that the impact of that factor can be mitigated. 
For example, in our case, multiple punch lists had the highest impact at the 
lowest mean of 1.38, which indicated that industry professionals on an average 
agreed that multiple punch lists is the leading reason for delayed project 
closeouts. By keeping this in mind from the beginning of the project, the team 
member can take steps or alert the concerned department to ensure that multiple 
punch lists are avoided. Some of the mitigation steps could be, to remind the 
contractor of small formalities they could complete to avoid multiple punch lists, 
to ask the sub-contractor to follow only one punch list and submit all operation 
manuals on time, and to remind the client of the confusion multiple punch lists 
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could create. This is maybe best assured by including a relevant contract clause 
for punch list procedures in the General Requirements of the contract, or, at least, 
with a less formal agreement between owner representative and contractor to 
manage the process that way.  In this manner, if every factor on the template 
guide is taken care of, the closeout phase will be a smooth process with final 
completion being achieved without any delays. 
 To provide an overview of the results, multiple punch lists and improper / 
untimely contractual closeout documentation from the administrative factors, 
owner directed change orders from the financial factors, and lack of urgency in 
approach enthusiasm and motivation of the involved parties from the 
psychological factors were found to be high impact factors. Some of the low 
impact factors were accidents on the job site, and technical knowledge of the 
project professionals responsible for closing out projects. These results conform 
to the findings based on the literature review and the author's experience in the 
construction industry where it has been noticed that multiple punch lists, 
changing scope and owner directed change orders are the most major causes of 
delayed project closeouts. On the other hand, accidents on site, and technical 
knowledge of the professionals is something that would be more of a concern 
while achieving substantial completion. Of the four factors, technical factors 
showed a deviation from the expected response, which might be attributed to the 
fact that once substantial completion is achieved, there is very little technical 
knowhow required to achieve financial completion. 
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 Also, some interesting findings presented in the concluding section were 
useful to ascertain if the demographic factors, like geographical region and 
construction sub-sector, had any influence on the factors affecting project 
closeout. For the above mentioned analysis, only the top four high-impact factors 
were considered, namely multiple punch list, owner directed change orders, lack 
of urgency in approach, and improper documentation. Statistical tests were done 
to test the dependence of each of the above mentioned factors with the 
demographical attributes of the respondent. It was concluded that the 
respondent's attributes like sub-sector and geographical region, influence their 
response for the four factors mentioned above. While this compels to infer that 
the factors affecting closeout are dependent on the demographic factors, a 
detailed study exploring the localized causes for these demographic factors 
would provide better insight. The factors considered are generic with respect to 
the sub-sectors and other demographic attributes, however, localized questions 
specific to the mentioned demographic attributes, like closeout activities followed 
in different regions, difference in closeout phase with respect to sub-sector, etc. 
could be explored based on which a detailed study could be conducted 
   
5.2 Future Research  
Due to the dearth of literature available on this topic, the author feels that 
an extensive research needs to be conducted in this field. Some of the future 
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recommendations to further build up on the results of this research are presented 
below. 
1) The project closeout template guide mentioned above needs to be 
validated by a feedback from the professionals associated with the closeout 
phase. This needs to be done in order to appreciate the need of such a resource, 
especially for the entry level professionals.  
Also, since this document is in its initial version, further revisions based on 
the feedback from professionals would help fine tune the findings, and deliver a 
more comprehensive version. Initially, the findings might vary based on several 
factors, like requirement, usage, ground factors, etc., but further revisions would 
increase the effectiveness of the template. 
Lastly, an effort has been made to identify most of the potential areas and 
probable factors, however, based on the user feedback, further areas and factors 
could be explored to add new findings to the template. 
2) . Also, based on the analysis, it was concluded that the demographic 
attributes of a respondent can influence his/her response for the factors affecting 
project closeout. This needs to be further explored by means of questions 
specific to the demographic categories. E.g. It was observed that the response 
for factor titled, 'Multiple punch-list' was dependent on the sub-sector of a 
respondent. Due to the generic nature of our interview questionnaire, the reasons 
behind this behavior could not be ascertained. Further probe, down to each 
demographic attribute, by means of localized set of questions would be 
materialistic in gaining useful insight.  
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3) Further, this research is scoped down only to the identification of 
various factors affecting project closeout. However, future work exploring 
the mitigation steps for each factor could be a very useful resource. Such 
a comprehensive guide would serve as a trouble-shoot manual for a team 
confronting closeout challenges. 
A few more points that could be studied in greater depth are 
1. Do companies have a separate closeout guideline schedule 
that would help them plan independently for the closeout 
phase? Do they think it will be a valuable resource to help 
them achieve timely final completion? 
2.  If firms are not spending sufficient time planning for closeout 
during the early stages of projects, are they focusing more 
on that phase as it comes closer? At what point do they 
realize that the closeout phase is something they need to 
tackle immediately.  
3. Explore reasons why geographic regions are significantly 
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Appendix A Project Guide Template 
 
 
Project Closeout Guide Template v1.0 
Attached below is the template guide that was prepared based on the analysis of 










S.No. Impact Factor Check 
1  Multiple punch lists          Yes        No 
2  'Owner directed change orders'          Yes        No 
3  Lack of urgency in approach, enthusiasm 
and motivation of parties involved due to 
achieving substantial completion  
        Yes        No 
4  Improper / Untimely contractual closeout 
documentation  
        Yes        No 
5  Subcontract closeout requirements          Yes       No 
6  Shortage / Late-arrival of resources, i.e., 
manpower, materials and equipment  
        Yes       No 
7  Leadership of the project team          Yes       No 
8  Project manager or superintendent      
demobilized before final completion  
        Yes       No 
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9  Procedural inexperience of owner 
representative or architect.  
        Yes       No 
10  Lack in planning and resource allocation          Yes       No 
11  Delay by owner for payment of work 
before substantial completion. 
        Yes       No 
12  Unclear directives for closeout, in 
specifications and contractual 
requirements.  
        Yes       No 
13  LEED / Other commissioning 
requirements(certification) 
        Yes      No 
14  Demotivation of team members losing 
their coworkers due to project downsizing 
        Yes       No 
15  Barrier in communication flow and hiding 
information between party members 
        Yes       No 
16  State and Municipal regulatory 
requirement  
        Yes       No 
17  Federal regulatory requirement          Yes       No 
18  Stress of learning new technology due to 
manpower shortage. Such as learning 
about a software related to the client's 
database, in order to submit the required 
documentation to the client. 
        Yes       No 
19  Technical Expertise          Yes       No 
20  Contractor project team bonuses or other 
incentives for timely final completion. 







Appendix B Survey Questionnaire 
 
 
Attached below is the interview survey questionnaire that was prepared on the 
Qualtrics software. 
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